Which Culture Do You Live In?

Dear Friends,

Which culture do you live in? Which culture do you source? This is a question you answer every single day through your thoughts, words, and deeds. The question is so important now because the culture you sponsor is not merely a fanciful concept. What you source has consequences. You may have more choice about the culture you source than you think.
The great illusion is that there is only one culture to live in, ‘modern culture’, and that everyone in the world has the same values and either already lives in modern culture, or wants to.

But if you travel outside of your birth culture, if you stay for a while beyond the walls of the ‘all-inclusive resort’, walk the village streets, look into the eyes of vegetable vendors, listen to local people interact with each other, see what is important to them, the illusion immediately cracks. So many different cultures thrive together it can seem like each individual person might actually be living in their own unique culture.

What if that is true? What if instead of trying to find individuality, what we have been struggling to find is togetherness? To find people of our true-heart culture, to find fellow Edgeworkers, the bridge-builders, the culture explorers?

The power of inventing new culture closer to your own needs and desires is a side effect of taking responsibility for how you think about things – your ‘thoughtware’ – becoming aware that each thought you think can either keep you in a rut or start you into a new adventure. If these possibilities interest you, we share here a link to an intimate conversation between the Polish Possibilitator Training Team and Clinton Callahan about having integrity with the cultural gameworlds you participate in.

We want to share two possibilities that can support your experimenting. The first is that long-time Possibility Management Trainer and researcher Patrizia Patz from Germany has just published her Emotional Empowerment book in English, granting a wish that many of us have expressed to her. Patrizia’s friendly words are both clear and approachable, helping anyone clarify their inner sensations, and gain powerful new access to a life with vitality and heartfelt connections. Please grab a few copies of Patrizia’s handiwork and spread them amongst your friends. Each book is a doorway to a delightful new future for someone.

The second news is that from Brazil to Poland, from Portugal to Austria to New Zealand, new Bridge-Houses are popping into existence. Not only can you invent regenerative human culture, you can now move into it with others on the Path to Archearchy. Each Bridge-House independently sets its context and culture, sharing the healing and initiatory processes that empower each individual to become a spaceholder for a new Bridge-House! Bridge-House Spaceholders meet regularly online to support each one’s Spaceholding skills.
We thank you for your courage in these times where there is so much necessity to invent new ways.

Your Possibility Management News Team

**BOOK!**

**Emotional Empowerment - How to heal your emotions and use your feelings as a resource**

by *Patrizia Patz*

Feelings and emotions are part of our everyday life. Sometimes we are supposed to show them, sometimes we are supposed to hide them - in other words, to control our emotions. But when we look at it soberly, we are emotionally illiterate. We don't really know what to do with our feelings. Why have we forgotten how to deal with them? Or have we just never learned it? This book provides answers to these questions.

**Buy 'Emotional Empowerment'**
LiveTalk: The Archearchal Woman
Gabriella Sternfeld interviewing Anne-Chloé Destremau

The authentic questions from Gabriella and the other women present at this LiveTalk open the door to the research of The Archearchal Woman: Who is She? How to unleash Her?

Watch the LiveTalk

Possibility Management Italia

Jacopo Lombardo is taking over the gamworld of Possibility Management Italia. The seeds of Possibility Management Italia have been planted many years ago by Matteo Tangi, Patrizia Patz, Cornelius Butz, Peppino Bellusci,
and Sara Parisi.

Jacopo has continued translating SPARKs in Italian, taking a stand for the Italian-speakers to have access to upgraded thoughtware; and is delivering Rage Club in Italian starting end of March.

Discover PM Italia

---

STARR - Calibrate Your Feelings Detector

Anne-Chloé Destremau, Possibility Management Trainer, helps you calibrate your 'Feelings Detector'.

You can watch more STARRs here.

Watch this STARR

Join the Possibility Management Community on Telegram -

Possibility Creation Village - Telegram Group is where you ask for and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold. Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this Telegram link: https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSDlCv

Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group is a thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join
Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group is where you have access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your Nonmaterial Value.

https://t.me/joinchat/QdJfMDqA4Qjkh5pa
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